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Abstract: Cloud data is of utmost importance due to it's availability and the number of options available to 

access this data. But, proper data access is required in order to effectively and efficiently read and write on the 

cloud, for which researchers have developed many techniques in recent years. These techniques have their own 

pros and cons, and while some are suited for high speed applications, some others are suited for high security 

ones. In this paper, we compare some standard techniques for cloud data access, and observe which techniques 

are suited for which kind of environment and are effective under what access conditions, so that the readers can 

get a concreteestimate about which kind of data access system to deploy under what circumstances on the cloud. 

We further propose a technique which can be implemented in order to further improve the data access efficiency 

of the cloud computing deployment architecture 
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I. Introduction 
Distributed storage is an advancing worldview, moving the capacity abilities and processing to cloud 

specialist co-ops. Because of the loss of direct control on the re-appropriated information, organizations and 

clients raise an ever increasing number of worries about the security and protection of cloud frameworks. 

Ensuring information and business in the cloud is essential to all the cloud customers. As the touchy information 

of clients is exhibited to remote server machines which are acquired and worked by outsider specialist co-ops in 

decoded shapes, the dangers of unapproved spillage of the client's delicate information by specialist 

organizations might be very high. In this way, a few security systems must be set up so as to adapt to the rose 

cloud concerns to be specific redistributing encoded information and intermittently checking the information 

honesty and accessibility. Successful safety efforts must be taken while considering re-appropriating 

information to cloud administrations. Avoiding unapproved access of delicate information in cloud has been one 

of the greatest difficulties while planning a safe cloud framework. One of the methods to shield client's 

information from outside assailants is to shield the privacy o f information from specialist organizations which 

guarantees that the specialist organization can't gather the classified information of the client amid its handling 

as the information is put away in distributed computing frameworks. When managing cloud, classification 

construes that the customer's information and the errands identified with processing are to be stayed quiet from 

CSP and unapproved clients. One of the best concerns in regards to cloud is secrecy which is to a great extent 

because of the loss of physical control. Another idea concerning cloud is information respectability.  

The parameters that are thought about for information get to are Confidentiality, Integrity, and 

Availability. The issue of getting to information faces the accompanying obstructions:  

 

Classification:- Can we confide in some outsider and offer our private information with them? Does our 

information stay private over cloud? Despite the fact that a specialist co-op gives the certification of ensuring 

the protection of client information, actually the information is physically situated in some nation and is liable to 

the nearby guidelines and guidelines. A portion of the nations enabled the seller to get to the client's Data as 

indicated by their standards and Regulation. Under such conditions it ends up urgent for the client to guarantee 

the security of their information before putting the information over cloud. Accessibility:- Does the information 

that we have put away on cloud would be accessible at whatever point we required it for example Accessibility 

of information. At the point when client is completely depended on information put away at distributed storage, 

it winds up basic that it would be effectively gotten to. Uprightness:- The information redistributing party must 

offer certification to the client that the information that they have put away on cloud would not be changed or 

adjusted by any unapproved client. 

The next sections deals with these concerns and reviews the algorithms which allows the researchers to 

resolve the data access issues, followed by the comparison of these techniques and finally concluding with some 

finer observations about the data access techniques and ways to improve them. 
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II. Related Work  
For cloud access, analysts in [1] reliably examined the security and protection issues in distributed 

computing dependent on a quality driven technique. The creators grouped the security/protection traits (e.g., 

classification, trustworthiness, accessibility, responsibility, and security preservability) just as talked about the 

vulnerabilities, which might be abused by the assailants to perform different assaults. Guard methodologies and 

their methodologies were talked about also. The creators trust that this investigation will be useful to shape the 

future research in the regions of cloud security and protection. All through the investigation, the creators got a 

shared objective to give a broad report of the current security and protection issues in cloud situations. 

Specialists in [2] expressed the essential issues emerging in the cloud while getting to the information and the 

security related issues and countermeasures to handle the issue. Issues like Unwanted Access, information 

isolation, seller lock in, information sentiment, and so on are canvassed in this paper. While specialists in [3] 

reviewed different distributed computing conditions and administrations created by different ventures, for 

example, Google, force.com, amazon, open source. The reviewed outcomes are utilized to distinguish the 

comparable and distinctive engineering methodologies of distributed computing. The creator characterizes the 

scientific classification and similar investigation of distributed computing frameworks. Based on proposed 

scientific classification and specialized investigations, the creator has assessed the distinctive distributed 

computing frameworks to give essential data that can help in future for the new advancements and improvement 

in existing frameworks. The proposed scientific categorization gives analyst and engineer the thoughts on the 

present cloud frameworks, publicity and difficulties. Specialists in [4] displayed a proficient plan for security 

saving secret word confirmation for distributed computing. A framework to demonstrate the verified clients 

personality without the need to concede their passwords is expressed in this. Using a Data Owner has been 

actualized in this paper. Here, in this paper protection has been the principle center and not security of 

information. Scientists in [5] included answers for cloud issues from related advancements One of the worries 

the creators expressed is confirmation and approval in cloud to bear the cost of incredible framework to 

distinguish substances and set up their authorizations and jobs in the cloud, control the use of asset and to 

advance bookkeeping and disconnection. They additionally examine the system identified with approval and 

verification including the conceivable kinds of qualifications, the cloud dimension of association level and 

different necessities, for example, security, protection, consistence and lifecycle of the cloud components. 

Additionally scientists in [6], proposed a semi-mysterious trait based benefit control conspire and a completely 

unknown quality based benefit control plan to address the client security issue in a distributed storage server. By 

and large, the experts who are not believed attempt to accomplish the client ascribes to access cloud. 

Information Consumers are likewise not to be trusted as they are arbitrary clients including foes. They may 

likewise scheme with other Data Consumers to illicitly get to what they are not permitted to. Here in this paper, 

the creators focused for the most part on giving mysterious control to the certifiable clients. Again analysts in 

[7] displayed a work dependent on the idea of ECC and gave another technique to verify the yield of ECC. 

While analysts in [8] encouraged the use of ECC in Java by breaking down the abilities and managing key age, 

key trade, and computerized marks. Yet, analysts in [9] proposed a usage of RSA encryption and decoding 

arrangement which depends on the investigation of RSA open key calculation. Access control is one of the huge 

parts of system security. Likewise scientists in [10], indicates the noteworthy effect of uprightness, secrecy and 

accessibility of cloud. They detailed a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) for methodologies dependent on 

jobs that singular clients have as individuals from a framework. In RBAC, there are job chains of command in 

which a senior job acquires the consents of a lesser job. Different designation models have been proposed by the 

creators in this paper to enable a lesser job to perform at least one errands of a senior job,. In this paper, the 

creators introduced another job based appointment display called User-toRole Delegation Model (URDM), to 

help numerous designation, job chain of importance, and single-step assignment. So specialists in [11] displayed 

a paper tending to the open test issue utilizing ability based access control method which guarantees just 

legitimate clients to get to the re-appropriated information. In this work, the creators proposed an adjusted 

Diffie-Hellman key trade convention between cloud specialist co-op and the client to covertly share a symmetric 

key for secure information get to. This likewise mitigates the issue of key conveyance and the board at cloud 

specialist co-op. Using a Data Owner has been actualized in this paper. Additionally analysts in [12] displayed a 

one of a kind security answer for protection saving in cloud administrations. This arrangement gave mysterious 

access to clients who are enlisted to cloud benefits yet CSP is given more benefits which isn't great with respect 

to the security perspective. Mysterious access stage is effective yet center is around protection and not on 

security of information. 
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III. Current Implementation : 
In the proposed model, the CSP records profile of each and every user. The profile of a user can be 

referred as a construction of userinterests that why s/he wants to adopt the cloud server. 

 

 
 

Modulewise Implementation status and updates:- 

1. Login/Sign up to Cloud server-  

a. A new login /Sign up panel has been designed which will take care of allowing the Data owners i.e User to 

register them self and create a login to cloud server. 

b. The Primary details will be stored in Database and a unique key will associated against each use. 

2. Design of data upload and download – 

a. Once an authorized DO/user able to login to Cloud Server, s/he has an ability to upload any type of data 

(.doc,.jpeg,.exceletc). 

3. Addition of a custom security layer in the cloud environment  

a. Data will be uploaded in encrypted and compressed format 

b. Encryption is being done with the help of Elliptic Curve Cryptography, while compression is done with the 

help of LampelZiv Algorithm 

c. Each DO has a Public key assigned and which will be used while accessing this file in future for quicker 

and easier access and search. 

4. Addition of compression technique for data access 

5.Integration of security and compression 

Modules 4 and 5 are in process of implementation and will result into a better access control mechanism for the 

cloud access environment. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
From the study, the existing user authentication schemes has certain security flaws and concentrates 

mainly on privacy than security. In this work, the comparison of these existing schemes can be used to 

accomplish our proposed control system which is based on security and compression, there by reducing the 

delay and adding security layers to the existing cloud environment. 
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